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1. INTRODUCTION 

In experimental studies of hadron-nucleus collisions, by 
means of the 26 and 180 litre xenon bubble chambers /l-2', re
sults have been obtained which incline us to conclude that on
ly a definite part of the target nucleus is involved in any of 
the collisions /3-5/. Three main processes occur when a hadron 
collides with an atomic nucleus massive enough: the emission 
ot nucleons, the particle production, the target fragment eva
poration. The question arises therefore: "What are the shapes 
and sizes of the regions of the nucleon emission, the particle 
production, and the fragment evaporation in hadron-nucleus col
lision?" The answer to this question should be found primarily 
in experiments. 

Now, some newly obtained experimental information about the 
outcomes in the collisions may be used as the basis for a method 
of determination of the shapes and sizes in question. 

In this paper we describe our method and we put on record 
results obtained by it. 

2. METHOD 

The method is based on the following experimental findings: 
a) Collision events are observed in which the incident hadron 
traverses the target nucleus or it is stopped in it completely 
without particle production; in any of such cases intensive 
emission of "fast" nucleons - with kinetic energy from about 
20 up to about 400 MeV accompanies the collision/e,7./ b) The 
nucleons are emitted in a strongly definite manner - the num
ber nи of nucleons ejected in a hadron-nucleus collision equ
als the number of nucleons contained within the volume v = 
= irDJj-£fm3 centered on the path E of this hadron in nuclear 
matter: 

n N= wD^£<p>. ( I ) 

where D 0 is the nucleon diameter, <p> nucleons/fm is the mean 
nucleon density inside the volume V; relation (1) may be ex
pressed simpler 

% " A S ' (2) 
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- 10 fin8; instead of o N in formula (2) the usually observed 
ber n p of emitted protons n p= I D , , may be used / 5 /, and then in
stead of A in nucl/S Л in protons/S should be used, c) The 
particle production process does not exert any effect on the 
nucleon emission process . d) The mean number <пь> of charged 
fragments evaporated from the target nucleus in a collision de
pends simply on the number B„=AS of the emitted nucleons: 
<n b> = 1.25(n N| +^5)=1.25(XS|- + ^ ) . ( 3 ) 

where Л is in nucleons/S, A and Z are the mass and charge 
numbers of the target nucleus; a physical meaning of formula 
(3) is that the target fragments are evaporated from a thin 
surface layer of the part of the target nucleus damaged in 
nucleon emission process . 

Derivation of relations (1) and (2) is described in our pre
vious works/*>S/. Formulas (2) and (3) were tested experimental-
ly , s / using appropriate experimental data / e _ 1 1 /'at incident had-
ron momenta from a few up to few thousands GeV/c; quantitative 
agreement has been stated /iS-ie/̂  

From formula (I), on the basis of experimental finding la
belled by c), crucial relation between the mean number <n_> = 2 = < n N > — of the emitted and usually observed protons and the 
mean thickness <A> of the target nucleus expressed in protons/S 
can be obtained ,bl': 
<n p> =<A>S(l-e - t ), (4) 

where t=<A>/<A t> and<A t> in protons/S is the mean free path 
for any-type reaction of the incident hadron in the target nuc
leus connected with corresponding total hadron-nucleon cross-2 section o, as <A,>= and a, is in S/nucleon. Because t»l, 

ft<T, 
at incident hadron energies above a few GeV for target nuclei 
massive enough, (1-е-') *> 1 and relation (4) may be rewritten 
simply as: 
< n p > = < A > S . (5) 
One can prove straight off that the mean multiplicity of the 
emitted protons <u p> obeys relations (4) and (5) within the in
cident hadron energy region above a few GeV. 

From the facts stated experimentally, labelled by a), b), and 
c), it is possible to deduce naturally the method for determi
nation of the shape and size of the nucleon emission region. 
From the fact labelled by c), together with the facts labelled 
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by a) and b), it should be possible to determine the size of 
the region in which interactions of the incident hadron in the 
target nucleus occur leading to the particle production. From 
the fact labelled by d), together with facts a)-c), the shape 
and size of the region the target fragment evaporation is going 
on from can be determined. 

3. RESULTS 

In this section, results obtained will be presented shortly, 
as it is concerned to the nucleon emission, particle produc
tion, and target fragment evaporation processes. 

3.1. Shape and Size of the Nucleon Emission Region 
The shape S N and size 0 N of the nucleon emission region in 

a hadron-nucleus collision is determined by formula (1). The 
region is of cylindrical shape S[j inside the target nucleus, 
centered on the hadron path I fm inside it; the size of this 
region is: 
G N = f f D o f - (6) 
where D 0 in fm is the d iameter of the nucleon. 

In average, for a sample of hadron-nucleus collision events, 
the size of this region is: 

< G N > = *DS

0<1 >. (7) 

where <t> in fm is the mean thickness of the target nucleus. 
The shape and sizes (6) and (7) are independent of the inci

dent hadron energy at energies higher than a few GeV; at lower 
energies, the size and the mean bize decrease with the inci
dent hadron energy decrease, because of the shortening of the 
thickness I of nuclear matter layer involved in the collisions; 
the shortening is due to the nionotonic hadron energy loss in 
nuclear matter /, first of all. 

The reactions leading to the nucleon emission happen along 
the incident hadron course in the target nucleus, the shape SN 
of the region for these reactions is simply the hadron course ' 
in nuclear matter. 

3.2. Shape and Size of the Particle-Producing Reaction 
Region in Target NucleT 

Particle-producing reactions of the incident hadron inside 
the target nucleus do not exert an influence on the nucleon 
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emission process, it has been discovered experimentally ; 
particles are generated via some intermediate objects follow
ing predominantly the incident hadron course and decaying in
to observed "produced" resonances and particles after having 
left the parent nucleus^ But, any hadron traversing nuclear 
matter causes emission of the nucleons in a definite manner, 
according to formula (1), and the nucleon emission process is 
not disturbed by the particle-producing process. Consequently, 
the particle-producing reactions occur predominantly along the 
incident hadron course I. It should be stated, from formulas 
(6) and (7), therefore: The region in the target nucleus where 
particle-producing reactions occur is linear one - predominant
ly along incident hadron course; the length of this region is 
as large as 

Q S - '. (8) 

where ' in fm is the thickness of the nuclear matter layer the 
incident hadron caused reaction with; the mean-size of the re
gion is 
< 0 s > = < e > , (9) 

where <l> in fm is the mean thickness of the nuclear matter 
layer involved in the collisions. 

The lengths 0 g and < G g > are energy-dependent when the in
cident hadron energy is smaller than a few GeV, at higher ener
gies these quantities are energy-independent. 

3.3. Shape and Size of the Nuclear Fragment 
Evaporation Region 

Geometrical and physical meaning of formula (3) is that 
fragments are emitted from the surface layer of the damaged, 
in the nucleon emission process, part of the target iuicleus/4/; 
the shape S b of this layer is determined by the shape S N of 
the nucleon emission region; it is a tube-like region in the 
target nucleus, centered on the incident hadron course I in 
nuclear matter, with the wall thickness as large as a half of 
the nucleon diameter D 0 . The mean size of this region is: 
<G b>= f fI(1.5D 0) 2 -tf n]- I . (10) 

where D 0 and t are in fm. 
The size<0i,>is energy-independent when the incident had

ron energy is higher than a few GeV. 
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3.4. Location of the Regions in Target Nuclei 
According to formula (1) and (2), for the emission of n p 

= Г % = .,2,3, protons, the thicknesses of the nuclear mat
ter layeis A, = -g8-» •*-, •§-»•£-•••• ̂ - protons/S are involved 
in collisions correspondingly, at definite impact para
meters i 1 , dg ,d a ,...,dt. The cylindrical volumes t ( = irDfj A ( = 
= "D0"g" » " D0 •§" '"D0's" «•••>"'D0~R" c e n t e r e d o n t h e incident 
hadron courses А (=А! , A 2 , A 3 ,..., A s i n the target nucleus 
at distances d . ,dj from its center are the 

n p0». 

1 . 2 5 ^ , . 

regions the nucleons are emitted from; i = 1,2,3,. 
where n,,(D) is the number of protons contained within the vo
lume "&Q® centered on the target nucleus diameter D. 

The volumes v b i = „[ (1.5Ц, ) 2 -D§] A, = l.£5irDJj -| ,1.25^Dg|- , 
, 1.25irDjj4-, centered on Aj are that the target frag

ments are evaporated from. 
The particle-producing reactions in the target nuclei pro

ceed along the lengths A[ of the incident hadrons in the tar
get nuclei. 

In the figure the locations of the regions in question are 
presented schematically. 

Scheme of location of the 
nucleon emission (empty circles), 
particle production (crosses), 
and target fragment evaporation 
(black rings) regions in hadron-
nualeue collisions; the incident 
hadron h га the proton, the tar
get nucleua ie the nucleus of the 
Ag atom. The incident protons 
fall on the target nuclei perpen
dicularly to the picture, from 
your side at points marked by 
the crosaes. To various multipli
cities tip - 0,1,2,.. .,7 corres
pond varioua thicknesses A = 
= 1/S, 2/S, 3/S..., 7/S of the nuclear matter layers involved 
in the colliaiona, where S=wD Q » Ю fmz and D 0 is the nuc
leon diameter; at n p = 0, (A/Z) -1 neutrons should be taken in
to account. The dietancea between points on the radius of the 
target nucleus are of Do/2 fm. W is the percentage of events 
with np - 0,1,2,... ,7 emitted pvotons, occurring in a sample 
of collisions. 

2 J 4 5 6 7rv 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

Precise analysis of the nucleon emission process''3""8'' provi
ded the above presented fine method for determination of the 
shapes and sizes of the regions inside the target nuclei where 
reactions leading to the nucleon emission, particle production, 
and target fragment evaporation occur. 

The regions in question are always determined by the thick
nesses ̂  of nuclear matter layers involved in hadron-nucleus 
collisions; the values of A cannot be larger than the diameters 
D of the target nuclei, A^D. At incident hadron energies large 
enough - larger than c hD , where f h in MeV/(nucleon/S) is energy 
loss l " of a hadron h on its path length A = 1 nucleon/S and D 
in nucleons/S is the diameter of the target nucleus, the mean 
values of the thicknesses involved <A > are as large as the 
mean thicknesses <А Д> of the target nuclei It follows, from 
what has been said above, that the sizes <G„>,<GS> ,<G|,> are 
clearly A-dependent, at incident hadron energies high enough; 
practicallyfbD i-s °f a ^ e w GeV for incident pions and pro-
tons / 1 8 /. 

The values of A may change due to disturbation of the mono-
tonic energy loss of hadrons in nuclear matter, but it happens 
in about 15% of all collision events, as it can be concluded 
from the analysis of the multiplicity distributions of the emit
ted protons. The values A may fluctuate as well. It is reaso
nable to state the existence of fluctuations of <G N>, < G S > , 
and <Gb>, therefore. 

Crucial and clearly interpretable experimental support for 
the correctness of formulas for S N ,G N and<G N> can be obtai
ned straight off: the mean multiplicity <n_> of the emitted pro
tons in hadron-nucleus collisions at energies high enough equals 
<A >S, where <AA>in proton/S is the mean thickness of the target 
nucleus. 

The relation between the mean number <n b> of the charged frag
ments evaporated in a collision and the multiplicity n p of the 
emitted protons exists and it is proved experimentally 4 . For
mula for<G b>is simple consequence of this relation. So, cru
cial support for formulas for S N , G„ , and <G N> is crucial sup
port for formulas for S b and <G b> as well. 

From the observed independence of the nucleon emission pro
cess of the particle production process, one can conclude that 
above crucial support for formulas for S N , G N ,<GN> , S b , 
and <G b > is mediately a support for formulas for S s , Gs,and<Gs> 
as well. 

Many authors attempted to determine sizes of the nucleon emis
sion itid particle production regions in hadron-nucleus colli
sions'le-2°/Corresponding interference method has been worked 
out / 1 , , - 1 8 - 2 1{ The method provides information about the region of 
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emission, not about the region where the reactions leading to 
the emission occur. But, in my view, results obtained using 
this method / 8 S , 2 S /do not contradict our results. 
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В Объединенном институте ядерных исследований начал 
выходить сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЛИ". В нем 
будут пометаться статьи, содержащие оригинальные научные, 
научно-технические, методические и прикладные результаты, 
требующие срочной публикации. Будучи частью "Сообщений 
ОИЯИ", статьи, вошедшие в сборник, имеют, как и другие 
издания ОИЛИ, статус официальных публикаций. 

Сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ" будет выходить 
регулярно. 

The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research begins publi
shing a collection of papers entitled JINR Rapid Communi
cations which is a section of the JINR Communications 
and is intended for the accelerated publication of impor
tant results on the following subjects: 

Physics of elementary particles and atomic nuclei. 
Theoretical physics. 
Experimental techniques and methods. 
Accelerators. 
Cryogenics. 
Computing mathematics and methods. 
Solid state physics. Liquids. 
Theory of condenced matter. 
Applied researches. 
Being a part of the JINR Communications, the articles 

of new collection like all other publications of 
the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research have the status 
of official publications. 
JINR Rapid Communications will be issued regularly. 



Стругальский 3. El-85-421 
Определение форм и размеров областей, 
в которых в столкновениях адрон-ядро происходят 
реакции, приводящие к испусканию нуклонов, 
рождению частиц и испарению фрагментов 

Определены формы и размеры областей в ядрах-мишенях, 
в которых происходят реакции, приводящие к испусканию нук
лонов, рождению частиц и испарению фрагментов в адрон-ядерных 
столкновениях. Область испускания нуклонов цилиндрическая, 
с диаметром равным двум диаметрам нуклона, центрирована по 
направлению движения налетающего адрона в ядерной материи. 
Реакции, приводящие к рождению частиц, происходят в основном 
вдоль пути налетающего адрона в ядре-мишени. Испарение фраг
ментов происходит с поверхностного слоя части ядра-мишени, 
поврежденной при испускании нуклонов. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1985 

Strugalski Z. EI-85-A21 
Determination of the Shapes and Sizes of the Regions 
in which in Hadron-Nucleus Collisions Reactions 
Leading to the Nuclecm Emission, Particle Production, 
and Fragment Evaporation Occur 

Shapes and sizes of the regions in target nuclei in 
which reactions leading to the nucleon emission, particle 
production, and fragment evaporation occur are determined. 
The region of the nucleon emission is of cylindrical shape, 
with the diameter as large as two nucleon diameters, centered 
on the incident hadron course. The reactions leading to the 
particle production happen predominantly along the incident 
hadron course in nuclear matter. The fragment evaporation 
goes from the surface layer of the part of the target nucleus 
damaged in nucleon emission process. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1985 
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